The treatment of acute cholecystitis. A series of 497 consecutive patients.
In a five-year series of 497 consecutive patients with acute cholecystitis an overall mortality of 3.2% was observed. There was no significant difference in mortality between patients undergoing early surgery and those managed initially conservatively. The total incidence of postoperative complications was also similar in the early and delayed surgery groups, although wound complications were slightly more frequent after early surgery. A special risk group was formed by patients with unsuccessful conservative treatment demanding emergency surgery later. These delayed emergency cases contributed half of the deaths; the mortality was 28% in this group. Conservative initial treatment was followed by a recurrence rate of 21% before delayed surgery undertaken on average four months after the acute episode. With early surgery for acute cholecystitis recurrence and later emergencies can be avoided and the time of treatment approximately halved without significant increase in operative risks compared with delayed surgery. The data obtained under routine clinical work support the results of the prospective trial carried out at the same department of surgery (Järvinen & Hästbacka, 1979).